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RUSTIC ENGLISH 19TH CENTURY PINE DROP LEAF ROUND TOP TABLE WITH
TURNED LEGS

$6,750
A rustic English pine drop leaf table from the 19th century with round top, turned legs, carved apron, plain side stretchers and
rectangular block joints. Introduce a touch of rustic charm to your home with this exquisite 19th-century English pine drop leaf
table. Crafted with natural beauty and sturdy construction, this table showcases a timeless design that effortlessly blends with

various interior styles. The round top provides a versatile and functional surface for dining, working, or displaying your favorite
items. With two drop leaves measuring 21.5 inches each, you have the flexibility to adjust the table's size to suit your needs and

available space. The natural patina of the pine wood adds to its rustic appeal, giving it a warm and inviting character.

The turned legs not only provide stability and durability but also add a touch of elegance to the table. Their skillfully carved
details highlight the craftsmanship of the period. The carved apron adds visual interest and serves as a decorative element that

enhances the table's overall aesthetic. Plain side stretchers offer additional support and contribute to the table's robust
construction. The rectangular block joints ensure the table's stability and durability for years to come, making it a reliable piece

of furniture for everyday use. One notable feature of this drop leaf table is its swivel legs, which allow for easy storage and
transportation. This practical design element adds to the table's versatility, making it a convenient choice for smaller spaces or
those in need of occasional reconfiguration. Whether placed in a cozy kitchen, a casual dining area, or a charming farmhouse-
style room, this rustic English pine drop leaf table exudes timeless appeal and adds a touch of country elegance to your home

decor. It is a perfect choice for those who appreciate the beauty of natural materials and seek functional furniture with
enduring style.

Height: 29.5 in (74.93 cm)

Width: 65.75 in (167.01 cm)

Depth: 22.25 in (56.52 cm)
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